Attachment C

Narrative
Proposed Redevelopment
NWC Grey Fox Road & Lexington Ave.
2.50 acres: Guided Commercial 2040 Land Use Plan Developed
by: Launch Properties, LLC. (“Master Developer”)

Introduction
Launch Properties, Inc. is excited to bring forward a revised retail redevelopment proposal for
consideration for the current industrial-use property at the NWC corner of Grey Fox Road and
Lexington Avenue.

Historical Background and Setting
The Subject Property consists of two parcels totaling 2.5 acres of land with parcel identification
numbers 273023410001 (3737 Lexington Avenue North, 1.49 acres) and 273023410004 (1133
Grey Fox Road, 1.01 acres). The owner of both parcels is Store Master Funding III. The current
tenant is Pace Industries.
The Subject Property is developed with one 67,750-square foot, two story manufacturing
building and is surrounded by asphalt parking and drive areas. The Subject Property was
vacant prior to its development in 1964.
Currently, the site is adjacent to retail uses on its north and south sides. Arby’s (adjacent to
the north) and Cub Foods (adjacent to the south). The property is rectangular with the short side
fronting Lexington Avenue (approximately 250 feet) while the length of the property faces Grey
Fox Road (approximately 435 feet).

2040 Land Use
The 2040 Land Use plan guides the site to Commercial.

Purpose
The purpose of the redevelopment is to provide convenient goods, services, and food for a
wide range of Arden Hills’ residents, visitors, and workers in the area. Launch Properties views
the current industrial use as an outlier in this strong retail trade area that fronts Lexington
Avenue.

The Site Plan

The newly proposed site plan contemplates two new lots and two new buildings. Lot One (the
western lot) would include a full service, national car wash provider (Rocket Car Wash). Lot Two
would contain a three-tenant building comprised of a (i) national, fast-casual, bread, sandwich,
salad restaurant (Panera), (ii) a national dental provider with local operating partner (Pacific
Dental), and (iii) a national bank (Bank of America).
Please Note: The new site plan accommodates the new expansion of Lexington Avenue road
improvements.

Orientation and Setting
The shape and setting of this property are unique in that the property essentially has two
“front yards.” The length of the property plays to Grey Fox Road, while the short side of the
property fronts busy and active Lexington Avenue. This site plan design “plays to” and
“activates” both Grey Fox Road and Lexington Avenue. First, the multi-tenant building is
designed to show glass to Lexington by “stepping back” the southern elevation with glass
“reveals.” The car wash sits close to Grey Fox Road, providing the car wash a view corridor to
Lexington Avenue. Now the site welcomes both those on Grey Fox Road and Lexington Avenue.
Both streets feel they have frontage.

The Elevations
The proposed design of the multi-tenant building combines Class A materials with classic
modern articulation, movement, and interest.

Parking
The site plan hits the mark on parking. Additionally, the two lots will have cross-parking and
cross-access provided by a recorded Declaration.

Restaurant
30 Required
Dentist
21 Required
Bank
15 Required
TOTAL REQUIRED 66
TOTAL PROVIDED

67

Setbacks
The Arden Hills City Code states “at least fifty percent (50%) of the largest building on each site
shall be constructed at the front setback line.” The proposed site plan does not meet this code
and seeks flexibility in setback design and orientation to meet the below setbacks. By placing
the multi-tenant building on the northern portion of the site, it conceals the less appealing
back-of-house, but still has active glass on Grey Fox and Lexington Avenue.

Walkability Plan

Master Sign Plan
The development will have a Master Sign Plan with shared monument sign of 96 square feet,
which meets code. Each building within each lot shall follow City of Arden Hills sign codes and
sign policies.

Access and Drive-Thrus
Access: The redevelopment proposes an access point for each lot off Grey Fox Road. However,
the development will be governed by a private, recorded Reciprocal Easement Operation and
Access Agreement (REOA) between the two lots. Customers will be able to freely access each
lot from either access point, and park on either lot with the REOA. Even though you can use
either access point, the positioning of the access points logically funnels customers to their

respective destinations. The multi-tenant access point lines up with the Cub Foods access point
on Grey Fox Road.

The Panera Drive-Thru: The Panera restaurant has two drive aisles (see Exhibit below). The
outside lane is for pre-order pick-up only. The popularity of phone apps and online ordering
over the past few years has restaurants seeing a big increase in pre-orders.
The inside lane has a more traditional drive-up menu ordering system for customers who were
not able to pre-order. The menu and order board are located on the north side of the
building hidden from view in the vicinity of the Arby’s menu board. See exhibit below for
stacking. The wrap around design accommodates 28 vehicles. The design also features an
escape route.

The Rocket Car Wash Drive-Thru: Rocket Car Wash has a wrap-around drive-thru that
contains all stacking on the property. Customers enter from Grey Fox Road, head north and
wrap around to the west elevation to pay for their wash at automated pay stations. They will
then head north into the one-way tunnel entrance and exit out the northern end. Upon exit,
the customers immediately wrap around to the parking field to utilize the self-vacuum stalls
that face the car wash, or they will exit the property on to Grey Fox Road.

Narrative Conclusion
Launch Properties is excited to bring forth this new concept with committed tenants that are
ready to operate in Arden Hills. We seek your feedback and ultimate support. We seek two
areas of flexibility to City Code with this submittal:
•
•

Flexibility for the drive-thrus to be within 1,320 feet of another drive-thru (Arby’s)
Storefront setback flexibility as it relates to the Front Yard.
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